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Episode – choose your tale is a collection of charming, touching, funny and now and again tragic 

memories. The sport allows you to be a man or woman of your favored tale to stay it from the inside. 

Impact the story, build relationships with other human beings, and make the ending you need it. 

Select your own image, look of the heroine and her call. Then you need to pick out the destiny of the 

heroes. Love, romance, adventure, drama – now it’s all inside your reach. Some memories incorporate 

secrets – and you've got them for your arms. There is no win or loss in the sport, just change the route 

of the tales, as you want. We also advise that you take a look at out the captivating visual novel 

underworld workplace. Episode – pick your tale has over 100 million installs on google play. Examine 

on and find out why the game is so crazy achievement. Get access to heaps of different plots of various 

genres. The tales have numerous genres: romance, drama, hollywood, fantasy, mysticism, comedy, 

action/adventure and mystery/horror.  

  

 

 

 

In this example, you could pick out not only the testimonies of builders, but also ordinary customers, 

which are also quite exciting. Many testimonies have a romantic factor. Usually, you have to select 

from numerous characters with whom you stay. A few memories are based totally on stories from 

wattpad and famous television suggests like pretty little liars series. Earlier than starting the journey, 

you need to create your individual. Come up with appearance and outfit the usage of the huge 

customization device. You can exchange nearly the whole lot: hairstyles, hair coloration, skin 

coloration, eye form, eye shade, nose form, eyebrows, lips and makeup. Make the individual as 

comparable as feasible to you or turn him into the heroine of your favored tv series and fairy 

testimonies. Meet different characters and construct friendships, romances or hostility stimulated 

through the selections you make. Episode – pick your tale permits you to locate yourself in a selection 

of situations, study many thrilling testimonies and discover a big number of endings. Each episode 

permits you to make a desire again and again, which determines the similarly route of events. As in 

lifestyles, once in a while you need to pay for the choice. There are ordinary and premium options on 
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your attention. The latter are commonly more high priced, however you can get a few unique objects 

to your cloth wardrobe. During episode – pick your tale, you time and again face tough selections, a 

sort of catch 22 situation. Each decision you are making without delay affects the ending. As a result, 

you may play the equal story time and again to discover all the endings or definitely replay the plot in 

case you did no longer like its ending. Amongst different matters, you can create your very own tales, 

in conjunction with inventing characters and their destiny. Sense free to get creative and post your 

introduction online. If your tale is interesting and exciting, then it could get into suggestions, that 

other players may also participate inside the destiny of your heroes. All stories in episode – select 

your story have 3 patterns. Those are traditional, ink and limelight. The latter isn't as good as ink in 

phrases of conveying the emotions of the characters, but could be very captivating to the eye in 

phrases of artwork. There may be tune in nearly all memories. It creates an appropriate temper, as in 

movies. In case you don’t love it, you could turn off the sound. 
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